
Switching, dimming, controlling scenes
Those who have installed a smart lighting system have used a smartphone or
tablet up to now in order to be able to operate all the system functions.

The trend is therefore returning to simple, intuitive operation of electrical installations. It looks like a simple light switch, but

can do much more: JUNG offers intelligent light switches with which the luminaires from the Philips Hue lighting system can

be easily controlled with the touch of a button. Dimming light, choosing light colours, starting atmospheric light scenes and

naturally switching the light on and off – all of this is possible in a completely uncomplicated way, wireless and also without

batteries. As they work wirelessly, the JUNG radio transmitters for Philips Hue can be installed everywhere they are needed

without problems: on plaster, wood or even glass. The wall transmitters are simply screwed on or glued on to smooth

surfaces. The supporting frame and the adhesive film needed for this are included in the delivery. Thanks to installation

without any installation work, the wall transmitters are ideally suited for retrofitting. Using the Philips Hue app, the JUNG radio

transmitters can be connected to individual luminaires quickly and without complication. Once linked, they take on the same

functions for lighting control as a smartphone or tablet: switching, dimming, starting light scenes – you have a free hand to

set up the functions. If the requirements change or new luminaires are added, the button assignment can simply be

changed. In this way, you can control the Philips Hue luminaires without complication and without smartphone or tablet –

particularly practical for children and guests as well. JUNG radio transmitters for Philips Hue work on the principle of "energy

harvesting": with EnOcean technology, the transmitter produces the energy needed for the switching impulse kinetically.

That means that energy is produced automatically with each button press – without batteries, particularly sustainable and

virtually maintenance-free. The radio transmitters for Philips Hue are available in the JUNG A 550 and LS 990 switch ranges

and extend the electrical installation in the characteristic JUNG design.
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Strahlend hell, sanft leuchtend oder farbig wie ein Regenbogen: JUNG
Funk-Wandsender für Philips Hue steuern die Beleuchtung besonders
komfortabel.

JUNG Funk-Wandsender für Friends of Hue im Schalterprogramm A 550 in
Alpinweiß

JUNG Funk-Wandsender für Friends of Hue im Schalterprogramm LS 990
in Alpinweiß

Mit den frei programmierbaren JUNG Funk-Wandsendern lassen sich die
Leuchten aus dem Lichtsystem Philips Hue ganz einfach auch ohne
Smartphone steuern.
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Dank Klebepad oder Tragring ist ihre Montage flexible umsetzbar. Beide
Komponenten sind im Lieferumfang enthalten.
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